Dear Editor, Primary central nervous system lymphoma (PCNSL), which is typically of B-cell lymphocytic origin, normally remains confined to the brain, spinal cord, and/or eyes, rarely spreading outside the nervous system. The appearance of a homogeneously enhancing periventricular rounded mass in MRI is suggestive of the diagnosis in an immunocompetent host. The case reported here illustrates an unusual presentation of PCNSL, initially as a neurolymphomatosis with multiple cranial neuropathy and evolving into a lymphomatosis cerebri with parenchymal infiltration over a 3-year span, without the typical periventricular enhancing mass.
deep structures. An MRI appearance of bilateral predominant deep white-matter signals with absent or mild contrast enhancement (as seen in the present case) is typical, which is identical to better-recognized gliomatosis cerebri and hence differentiating the two types requires a tissue biopsy.
This case highlights an unusual brain tumor presenting with an atypical clinicoradiologic evolution over a 3-year span. Although sequential facial nerve palsy is frequently related to viruses, subsequent involvements of the abducens and trigeminal maxillary branches have been rare. The delayed appearance of "parenchymal" clinical signs and evolving signal changes in the predominant deep white matter are suggestive of underlying infiltrative malignancy. This evolution from neurolymphomatosis to lymphomatosis cerebri that is not accompanied by a periventricular contrast-enhanced lesion in an immunocompetent patient has not been reported previously. Recognizing these unusual subtypes of PCNSL remains important since this condition is treatable. Steroid use and methotrexate-based chemotherapy extend the average survival from 1.5 to 44 months, and leading to complete remission in some cases. A and B) at the initial presentation, revealing enhancement of the right temporal gyrus (A, arrow) and the ipsilateral maxillary branch of trigeminal nerve (B, arrow). Axial T2-weighted slice (C) demonstrating no apparent parenchymal signal change. Three months later, T2-weighted axial slice (D) reveal bilateral signal changes without obvious edema. Gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted sequence reveals subtle enhancement of the medial lenticular nuclei (E). The previously prominent cranial nerve and temporal gyral lesion enhancement were nearly resolved (not shown).
